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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we discuss what it means to practice service design in an academic research setting. For a long time, the primary focal point of design research has been the users—of their experiences, needs, desires, and values. By contrast, designers have been relatively anonymous and unlocatable. In shift to the service-centric design paradigm, we argue that it is important to recognize design researchers as distinct stakeholders, who actively interact with systems and services with a goal to fulfill their own values and achieve desired outcomes. In practice, typically the role of designer is that of a design consultant working for (or rather on behalf of) the client. By contrast, in academic research settings, the role of designer is that of a design researcher working with their own research agenda.

We provide a case study of a service design research project aimed at developing new digital services for public libraries. We encountered a series of issues with a complex set of values at play, in which design researchers emerged as distinct stakeholders with specific sets of research questions, goals, and visions. The main contribution of this paper is a model that (a) clarifies the position of design researchers within the sociocultural context in which they practice design, and (b) visualize how their positions impact the value co-creation, and in turn, the design outcome.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the third wave of human-computer interaction (HCI), as defined by Bødker [5], come new research challenges. One of the major trends in the third wave of HCI is to move away from optimizing efficiency by turning the focus onto experience and meaning-making [6, 24]. Another major trend is the evolving role of interaction designer from a product designer to a service designer. Forlizzi and Zimmerman argue that product-centric approaches to interaction design are insufficient to appropriately take on complex sociotechnical challenges, and propose service design as a complement [13, 15]. They argue that “a service framing offers a systemic approach that better address the complex stakeholder relationships, yields outcomes in the form of product-service systems, and focuses on how value can be co-produced between customers and stakeholders” [15, p. 1]. Responding to Forlizzi and Zimmerman’s call, we ask: What does it mean to engage in service design in an HCI research setting? We explore this question by reflecting on a case study in which we adopted service design models and methods developed in practice settings and tried to apply them in a collaborative research project aimed at developing new digital services for public libraries.

The development of service design has been mainly driven by practitioners. Service design originally emerged from the domains of marketing and management, and over time, developed into a design discipline. Through practice and reflection on what practitioners do, many useful process models and design methods have been developed such as service blueprint [38], customer journey map [40], impact mapping [30], and touchpoints matrix [9] to name a few. However, as Sangiorgi [35] pointed out, service design currently lacks a strong sense of research direction, which is reflected by the limited number of academic publications. According to Roto et al. [33], as of 2017, there were only five CHI papers in the ACM digital library that included “service design” as a keyword.

While practice and research complement each other, we would like to acknowledge a key difference. Design practice focuses on
producing new artifacts (e.g., devices and services). Design research, in contrast, is primarily concerned with producing new knowledge. In Research through Design (RtD), for example, the knowledge that comes from the process of bringing a new artifact into being or from studying a designed artifact in use is the contribution, while the resulting artifact (e.g., prototype) is considered more as a means than an end [12, 16, 46]. In design practice, outcomes are often evaluated based on economic value, whereas in design research, outcomes are often evaluated based on intellectual merit. In short, design practice and design research are driven by different agendas. The models and methods developed in practice settings sometimes do not work in research settings, and vice versa.

This work contributes to discourses of the designer’s roles and positions with a specific focus on value tensions and value co-creation between academic researchers and their partner organizations in a collaborative research project. We do so by providing a model that clarifies the position of design researchers in service design and visualizes how their position impacts the value co-creation process, and in turn, the design outcome. Given a strong commitment for knowledge production and a further commitment for sociotechnical innovation, we argue that HCI design researchers play a distinct role in relation to service design practitioners.

The paper is structured as follows: First, we offer a brief introduction to service design and the concept of value co-creation. Next, we review how designers have been positioned in various HCI literature. We then introduce the case in question, an international library research project, focusing on key stakeholder values and tensions. We describe the shortcomings of the conventional value co-creation model and service blueprint developed in practice settings and, in turn, suggest an extended value co-creation model adapted to an academic research setting.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Value Co-creation in Service Design

Service design is distinct from product-centric design in that it is systemic [14]. While product-centric design focuses on the design of artifacts, service design turns the focus onto design of interactive systems comprised of multiple resources and stakeholders [19]. In other words, service design extends beyond the traditional product-centric design paradigm by taking into account a complex set of social relations and technological ecologies surrounding the artifact that we build [23]. In particular, Ramirez and Mannervick [31] described service design as the design of “value-creating systems,” meaning that to design a service is to organize a system of value creation by redistributing capabilities across a complex network of stakeholders. Such capabilities are “not resources per se, but the ability to access, deploy, exchange, and combine them that lies at the heart of value creation” [26, p. 409].

Traditionally, service providers were primarily charged with responsibility for planning, manufacturing, and delivering services to their customers, who in turn could demand, consume, and evaluate them [29]. Thus, service has been understood as a delivery of value that is predetermined and embedded in the service (see Figure 1). This traditional formulation of service, however, has been critiqued and evolved through the recent development of service-dominant logic [44]. According to service-dominant logic, the value of a service is co-created in use rather than delivered in exchange. As Meroni and Sangiorgi [25] argue, the key to engage in value co-creation is to understand “the fundamental inability of design to completely plan and regulate services, while instead considering its capacity to potentially create the right conditions for certain forms of interactions and relationships to happen” (p. 10). Service professionals can only propose potential value by creating the right conditions for a positive experience, which users later turn into real value-in-use. Such a process of value co-creation is dialogical (see Figure 2). Users engage in value co-creation by actively interacting with the service and by assessing their subsequent experience of the service. By expressing their expectations and combining resources for their own benefits, the role of users shifts from a mere consumer to a co-creator of value. Service professionals (rather than service providers), in turn, propose potential values based on understanding of what users expect and how users combine resources.

2.2 Design Researchers as Distinct Stakeholders

Design is never from nowhere and a designer is never unbiased [39]. Drawing from Haraway’s concept of situated knowledge [18], Suchman [42] called for professional designers to take “located accountability” to become responsible for explicitly positioning themselves within the social relations that comprise technical systems. Echoing Suchman’s perspective, the HCI community has become
increasingly aware of the importance of locating and disclosing the designer’s own sociocultural position in the world. Reflective design [36] is one compelling example, which argues for a more rigorous, critical approach to reflecting on what values, attitudes, and worldviews designers bring into the design practice. In Participatory Design (PD) literature, Iversen, Halskov, and Leong [21] focused on designers’ use of appreciative judgment of values: “the capacity to understand, or appreciate a situation through the discernment of what is to be considered as a background and what is to be considered as foreground in the formation of a project” (p. 92). Iversen and colleagues encouraged designers to be aware of their personal values so as to understand how those values guide their choice of design methods and resources and how it impacts their interpretation of stakeholders’ values. Furthermore, in value sensitive design (VSD) literature, Borning and Muller [7] criticized the publication norms in HCI, in which researchers are instructed to anonymize their work and to use a disembodied voice in reporting their investigations. Borning and Muller called for design researchers to disclose their researcher stance and make their voice salient in the writing about their socio-cultural background, their relation to the participants in the study, and their personal values at play that impacted their design judgment.

Building on the above discourses on designer’s positions and values, in this paper we will specifically examine the role of design researcher in collaborative research with non-academic partners. Borrowing from Nelson and Stolterman [27]’s model of the ideal service design relationship, we visualized service design research partnership as shown in Figure 3. Like Yin and Yang, such a relationship is a dynamically balanced relationship, but it is not a relationship without tensions. As Nelson and Stolterman described: “The model implies that tension lies at the core of the interconnection. It is the complexity of this interconnection, and in the tension between its different qualities, that imaginative and innovative design work takes place” (p. 49). While specific qualities of the stakeholders may differ greatly from case to case, one of the common qualities shared by many design researchers engaging in service design is the intention to drive sociotechnical innovation and to generate new knowledge. Partner organizations, on the other hand, join a research partnership with a desire for service innovation at the very least. Attending to inconsistent conceptions of value and value tensions among diverse partners is one of the most crucial yet challenging tasks in collaborative research [4] – especially when the partner organization’s understanding of value is skewed towards narrow economic measures [45].

3 CASE STUDY: DESIGNING DIGITAL SERVICES FOR PUBLIC LIBRARY

3.1 Project Synopsis

In this project, we make use of a computational alternative research agenda [22]. Computational alternatives are not designed to showcase a new technical solution to a well-known problem, but rather to systematically question the technological status quo and peak into a possible future. At the same time, they are not speculative fictions detached from real-world practice. Computational alternatives aim to elucidate sociotechnical issues otherwise taken for granted, through critical technical development in a concrete use case.

Specifically, we conducted our investigation around the case of exploring computational alternatives for public libraries, namely the PLACED project. Public libraries are undergoing transitions from a quiet study space to a vibrant “third place” [1, 11, 28]. Libraries are taking up a new role to become urban innovation hubs by offering a range of activities that bring together local communities from different neighborhoods and backgrounds. The PLACED project aims to support community events and cultural activities taking place in public libraries by developing digital services to effectively capture knowledge co-created by local residents participating in these events and activities. Furthermore, the project aims to explore how to turn such local knowledge into an integral part of the library collection.

The PLACED project consortium consists of partners from three European countries: Denmark, France, and Sweden. Each country is represented by one research university and one public library. In addition, we have a partner from Sweden that assists in developing a business plan for ensuring the ongoing development and deployment of the digital services when the initial research project funding expires.

3.2 Method

We provide a design reflection on value tensions and value co-creation between two key stakeholders of this project: the partner libraries and the design researchers. By partner libraries, we refer to three public libraries participating in this project. By design researchers, we refer to academics who are leading this project, including the authors. First, we will reflect on each stakeholder’s values. Next, we identify key tensions that may be of particular interest to the HCI design community.

The stakeholder values have been identified in two ways. First, in order to identify values of the partner libraries, one of the authors conducted a thematic analysis on empirical data collected from co-design sessions and ethnographic investigations from the first year of the project. For collecting data, we used a qualitative multi-site approach [3], where we studied three public libraries,
each in a different country, over the course of six months. The primary research carried out included (1) ethnographic studies and semi-structured individual and group interviews, (2) co-design workshops with library personnel, and (3) a focus group with library personnel. Secondary research included analysis of the different websites and social media used by the libraries, and the ways in which the libraries market themselves and their activities online. When applicable, statistics were also obtained through the library staff. Next, in order to identify values of the design researchers, another author analyzed the research funding application document using open coding [41] and thematic coding [17]. Among international researchers working across different academic institutions, the research funding application document served as the primary contract and a guide for conducting our design investigations.

### 3.3 Identifying Stakeholder Values

In what follows, we discuss values of the key stakeholders in the project—the partner libraries and the design researchers—in order to surface intersections and tensions, as well as to describe the value co-creation process that we took when these values were brought into play in the project.

#### 3.3.1 Values of the Partner Libraries.

As was reported in our previous work [37], the practice of the library staff is guided by value sentiments such as empowerment, freedom of expression, emancipation and democracy, and organized activities at the library are heavily influenced by such ideals. Public libraries have a sense of duty to maintain the status of libraries as free services open for anyone, not seeking to profit upon patrons, and where they can offer spaces for teaching and learning through activities, literature, and by means of the space itself.

Furthermore, the library staff is committed to providing various services to respond to the needs of residents in local areas. For example, the library staff assists patrons in civic matters by helping them to fill out a form or guiding them in printing out necessary documentation. The library space also offers a safe haven for citizens who are in need of a place to stay during the day, such as homeless people. Such efforts, however, often go unnoticed by the public, in part, because of the difficulty measuring the broad impact. Many politicians, who supply the funding, would rather focus on the services that can be measured through statistics such as visitor count, putting a pressure on libraries to stay focused on more popular and highly visible activities.

#### 3.3.2 Values of the Design Researchers.

The overarching research goal of the PLACED project is to develop new and dynamic digital services to help public libraries transform from a traditional knowledge institution into a vibrant urban hub. We aim to do so by building a web-based open source infrastructure supporting knowledge creation activities among citizens, and then turning this knowledge into an ever-growing part of the urban community’s shared resources. Key design research values include: technological innovation (i.e., leveraging “cutting-edge academic expertise in participatory design, human-computer interaction, activity-based computing and visualization”), localization (i.e., ensuring “a strong rooting in the local challenges” and increasing “the capacity of urban areas to answer local challenges”), participation (i.e., encouraging “active participation and co-creation of knowledge by citizens to
enrich library collections”), dynamic knowledge (i.e., supporting the transformation of public libraries “from static to dynamic urban knowledge hubs,” creating a “growing, living library collection fueled by the activities of the citizens who actively use the library”), and sustainable dialogue (i.e., enabling public libraries to “support the evolving needs of urban residents on an ongoing basis through continuous dialogue after the project has ended”).

3.4 Surfacing Value Tensions in the PLACED project

The partner libraries and the design researchers shared sensibilities around values of participation and sustainable dialogue. The partner libraries, on the one hand, aim to provide a social meeting place, free of charge and open for all, promoting citizen participation. The design researchers, on the other hand, are committed to take a participatory approach in the design process as well as in the use of technology. The partner libraries and the design researchers also shared sensibilities around the desire to meet local needs and engage in local issues. At the same time, there were different, and sometimes diverging, stakeholder values at play in the PLACED project. Here we describe key value tensions arising from: (a) technological innovation versus digital overhead and (b) dynamic knowledge versus traditional knowledge.

3.4.1 Technological Innovation vs. Digital Overhead. Considering value of technological innovation, the partner libraries regarded technology as holding a lot of promise if it supports the underlying values such as accessibility and openness. However, a clear issue in contemporary libraries can be characterized as “digital overhead” that is inevitable for most of the library staff who are not particularly tech savvy. While our partner libraries have indicated that they feel positive towards user-friendly, simple technologies in their everyday work (e.g., their book return robots), they were considerably less pleased when new (and, to them, complicated) digital systems were introduced, as this entails a shift in focus from the social engagement librarians want to take part in, towards occupying a substantial amount of their day dealing with technical issues.

3.4.2 Dynamic Knowledge vs. Traditional Knowledge. The partner libraries viewed knowledge in a traditional sense, where they feature as guardians and providers of the social and cultural heritage of society by means of the expert knowledge that is the library collection. It was clearly important for librarians to maintain, preserve, and safe-guard what should be regarded as library content and what should not. Suggesting an emergent view on dynamic knowledge where anyone and everyone can become a contributor, therefore, might be perceived as a threat toward the legacy of the library and the duty of librarians. Any content that is not produced by the libraries themselves, or supplied through the collection whose legitimacy is ensured, necessitates moderation and curation by the library personnel. This makes the idea of the dynamic knowledge, with which we, the design researchers aim to support a “growing,
living library collection fueled by the activities of the citizens who actively use the library,” inherently problematic.

3.5 Engaging in Value Co-creation: Extending the Service Blueprint Method

In the PLACED project, we used service blueprints [38] to communicate stakeholder values and address value tensions. Initially, we generated a traditional version of a service blueprint focusing on interactions and touch points between the library staff and the patrons (see Figure 4). This service blueprint was effective in visualizing the overall work process of organizing a library event and identifying practical needs and pain points of the library staff. However, this service blueprint led us to only focus on well-known problems at hand experienced by the partner libraries within their existing practice (e.g., addressing logistical issues). This service blueprint did not reflect interests of the design researchers who sought to challenge the status quo. Taking the computational alternatives approach, we, the design researchers, were interested in exploring design opportunities that can transform the nature of participation and knowledge co-creation in library events.

Thus, we created an extended version of the service blueprint (see Figure 5). This service blueprint aims to (a) reflect values of the design researchers as well as the partner libraries, (b) surface value tensions, and (c) identify novel opportunities.

4 THE EXTENDED VALUE CO-CREATION MODEL FOR DESIGN RESEARCH SETTINGS

With the stakeholder value mapping and identification of tensions in the PLACED project, it became clear that the way design researchers work with their partner organization is different from the way service design practitioners work on behalf of their client organization. Design researchers have a direct stake in the project as they bring in a specific set of research questions, goals, and visions. Different conceptions of value between design researchers and their partner organizations need to be clearly communicated and explicitly negotiated in the design process.

We considered the traditional value co-creation model (see Figure 2) to be insufficient for describing how we worked with our partner organizations. Based on the above insights, we created an extended model of value co-creation (see Figure 6), highlighting the dynamics between design researchers and their partner organizations.

In our new model, design researchers and partner organizations collaboratively define the value proposition for the service system. Partner organizations join the project with desire for service innovation and potential economic value, whereas design researchers join the project with the agenda for sociotechnical innovation and knowledge creation. By recognizing their own values and making them explicit, design researchers become a distinct stakeholder in the value co-creation process. For partner organizations, it is important to understand what the design researcher’s values are and how those will impact the value proposition.

We propose that PD can offer insights into how design researchers can engage with their partner organization in value co-creation. The principle of mutual learning prevalent in PD emphasizes the need for the development of processes and tools that enable more robust communication among those involved in the design process [32]. Through PD processes, design researchers and partner organizations can learn from each other by understanding each other’s practices, values, and priorities. This leads to a more robust value proposition that reflects both the perspectives of design researchers and partner organizations, which leads, in turn, to outcomes that are more likely to be successful.

4.1 Implications of the Extended Value Co-creation Model for the PLACED project

There are many implications of the extended value co-creation model in design research. It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine them all, but here we share some of the key implications we encountered in the case of the PLACED project.

First, by reflecting on the traditional service blueprint (see Figure 4) and identifying gaps, we have become aware of the design researchers as a distinct stakeholder. Becoming aware of our own research agenda and values, we have learned to accept them and allowed those values to guide how the project develops. To do so, we have allocated time to explicitly identify and clearly communicate stakeholder values. Specifically, we analyzed key stakeholder values as described in Section 3 and generated an extended version of service blueprint (see Figure 5).

In the process of identifying values, we have also been able to identify tensions. By making the tensions explicit, we were able to explore ways to resolve tensions. Above all, we have learned the importance of trying to communicate an explicit research agenda in every meeting. We have strived to reflect on a shared project vision often, preferably in every contact with the partner organizations. We have organized multiple joint meetings with all the key stakeholders for building common ground and empathy. This is a process that occurs in many projects, but the focus of these meetings was not just about design researchers gaining better understanding of the stakeholders; we have focused on finding ways to make the stakeholders understand us, design researchers, to reach mutual learning. By doing so, the stakeholders can set the right expectations for the project outcomes.

This focus on mutual learning has led us to change our implementation process to that of participatory prototyping, where we as design researchers provide re-configurable alternatives in forms of design prototypes, with which the questions asked are carefully examined and the answers are digested in cooperation with stakeholders [5]. We have further taken on a computational alternative approach, meaning that we now communicate more explicitly to all stakeholders that the main approach in the project is not to solve well-known problems here and now, but rather to systematically question the technological status quo and peak into a possible future [22]. To mitigate the present-future gap that poses challenges to evaluation [34], we have chosen a situated evaluation approach [8].

Furthermore, we aim to incorporate economics as a material for design, to understand the underlying economic model with a wider set of stakeholders [15]. Specifically, we plan to develop a viable business model as a result of the project, which will be reported on elsewhere.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The extended model of value co-creation clarifies the position of design researchers in service design projects, and contributes to broader discourses of the designer’s positions and values in HCI. In “When second wave HCI meets third wave challenges”, Bødker states: “I am concerned with the possible lack of serious commitment of designers to users [...] As I have pointed out, this leads to a situation where mediators either make us break down or act transparently, but where our ability as human beings to learn and cooperate in communities of practice is largely ignored” [5, p. 6]. We propose that service design, in combination with PD, can serve as a frame for understanding and addressing mutual learning and cooperation in the design of services. Although several researchers have discussed the interplay of research and design as unfolding throughout a design process (e.g., [2, 10]), we have not yet seen this discussion in relation to service design and the HCI researchers as distinct stakeholders who bring their own agenda and values to the project.

We argue that a service design perspective can contribute to design-oriented HCI research since it offers insights on how to address complex sociotechnical systems. However, it also has limitations and embody certain perspectives that must be taken into consideration. Service design originally emerged from the domains of marketing and management, relies on a rather simplistic framing of customer and service provider, and seems timid in its approach to using technology as it often entails the adoption of well-known technology and commercial platforms [46]. In this sense, it embodies some of the traits that Bødker warns against: “The emerging third wave seems strongly tied to a kind of consumerism that differs from the underlying co-determination framework of the Scandinavian societies” [5, p. 6]. One way to address this problem is to adopt an understanding of the notion of value that extends beyond pecuniary aspects and take into consideration a wider understanding of value related to the social and political contexts [45]. PD research such as that of Van der Velden and Mörtberg [43] and Iversen et al. [20] provides useful insights for doing so. In the case of design researchers entering the fray, this expanded understanding of value must also entail the value of sociotechnical innovation and new knowledge created in collaborative partnership between the researchers and the partner organizations.

In this paper, we have discussed how service design can be a complement to HCI research settings, and especially with focus on the role of design researcher. The contribution of this paper is a model of the value co-creation process with design researchers as distinct stakeholders who bring their own agenda and values to the project. We have placed our model in the ongoing discourse on how to practice service design in HCI research and how to address designer values. We hope that readers will borrow and appropriate this model in diverse service design research settings.
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